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Abstract
In this paper We consider Schro¨dinger operators on M ˆZd2 , with
M “ tM1, . . . ,M2u
d1 (‘quantum wave guides’) with a ‘Γ-trimmed’
random potential, namely a potential which vanishes outside a subset
Γ which is periodic with respect to a sub lattice.
We prove that (under appropriate assumptions) for strong disor-
der these operators have pure point spectrum outside the set Σ0 “
σpH0,Γcq where H0,Γc is the free (discrete) Laplacian on the comple-
ment Γc of Γ. We also prove that the operators have some absolutely
continuous spectrum in an energy region E Ă Σ0. Consequently, there
is a mobility edge for such models.
We also consider the case ´M1 “ M2 “ 8, i. e. Γ-trimmed
operators on Zd “ Zd1 ˆ Zd2 . Again, we prove localisation outside
Σ0 by showing exponential decay of the Green function GE`iηpx, yq
uniformly in η ą 0.
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For all energies E P E we prove that the Green’s function GE`iη
is not (uniformly) in ℓ1 as η approaches 0. This implies that neither
the fractional moment method nor multi scale analysis can be applied
here.
1 Introduction
Quantum Waveguides are quantum mechanical structures which are confined
in certain spaces dimensions, but unconfined in others. The last decades
showed a growing interest on these systems in the mathematical literature.
The recent book [8] by Exner and Kovarˇ´ık gives an overview on the state of
art (as of 2015) as well as an extensive list of references on waveguides.
A quantum waveguide with the simplest geometry is given by a particle in a
(k-dimensional) strip in Zk`m or Rk`m. Other examples are tubes or wires
which are bended or twisted (see for example the discussion in Krejcˇiˇr´ık [20]).
Of particular interest are waveguides with randomness either in the geometry
of the system or in the potential energy.
In this paper we consider waveguides with a simple geometry, namely on a
strip in Zd, for example on
X “ tM1p,M1 ` 1 . . . ,M2p´ 1u
d1 ˆ Zd2 , d1 ` d2 “ d, p ě 2 , (1)
with a random potential Vω. The potential we consider is ‘sporadic’ or ‘Γ-
trimmed’, in the sense that Vωpxq “ 0 for lattice points x R Γ. Here, Γ is an
L- periodic subset of the strip for a sub lattice L. In example (1), we may
choose for instance
Γ “ tM1p, pM1 ` 1qp, . . . ,M2pu
d1 ˆ Zd2 (2)
For x P Γ the potentials are independent and identically distributed. Random
operators Hω with such potentials are called ‘Γ-trimmed’.
Spectral theory for trimmed Anderson models (i. e. on Zd) was done in the
PhD-thesis of Obermeit [22] and the papers of Rojas-Molina [23], Elgart-
Klein [5], Elgart-Sodin [6] and Kirsch-Krishna [17]. The present paper was
inspired by [6].
We show that models as in (1), (2) have a mobility edge (or rather mobility
edges). The measure theoretical nature of spectrum depends on the energy
region. More precisely, denote by H0,Γc the free (discrete) Laplacian on the
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set Γc. Outside of the spectrum Σ0 :“ σpH0,Γcq the operator Hω has dense
point spectrum for high enough disorder. On the other hand, we prove that
Hω has some absolutely continuous spectrum inside σpH0,Γcq regardless of the
strength (or even existence) of the randomness.
The absolutely continuous spectrum comes from the existence of canonical
extended states. More precisely, in an energy regions inside Σ0 we find pe-
riodic solutions of the free Schro¨dinger equation which vanish on the set Γ.
Hence these functions solve the Schro¨dinger equation with the random (or
arbitrary) potential on Γ as well.
To prove pure point spectrum we employ the multiscale analysis (see e. g.
Dreifus-Klein [25] or Disertori et.al. [4] and references given there). The
critical ingredient in our case is a Wegner Estimate. To prove this estimate
we use in an essential way that we work outside the spectrum σpH0,Γcq. In
fact, the estimate blows up when we approach σpH0,Γcq.
From the multiscale bounds not only pure point spectrum follows but also
dynamical localisation (see Damanik-Stollmann [3]).
We also consider the case ´M1 “ M2 “ 8, in other words a Γ-trimmed
potential on Zd “ Zd1 ˆZd2 . Again we use multiscale analysis outside Σ0 for
high enough disorder, which implies uniform exponential decay of the Green
function and existence of pure point spectrum.
Inside Σ0 we prove that the Green function GE`iεpx, yq is not only not uni-
formly exponentially decaying, but that for x R Γ even
sup
εÕ0
ÿ
yPZd
|GE`iεpx, yq| “ 8 . (3)
Consequently, we have a ‘phase transition’ at Σ0 “ σpH0,Γcq which manifests
itself in the behaviour of the Green function.
For the Anderson model (with full randomness) it is expected that in higher
dimension there is a mobility edge, namely a transition from pure point
spectrum to absolutely continuous spectrum depending on the energy range
and the strength of the disorder. All that is rigorously known (on Zd) is the
existence of pure point spectrum (see e.g. Aizenman-Warzel [2] or Kirsch
[16]). However, on the Bethe tree Klein [18] proved the existence of absolutely
continuous spectrum (see also Klein-Sadel [19], Aizenman-Warzel [1], Froese
et. al. [9]).
There are random Schro¨dinger operators with decaying randomness for which
a mobility edge is known to exist (see Krishna [21], Kirsch et.al. [13, 10],
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and Jaksic-Last [11]. These models are not ergodic. However, the models
we consider here are either ergodic in Zd1-direction (for the strip) or even
ergodic with respect to a d-dimensional sublattice.
2 Setup
We consider quantum systems (wave guides) on X Ă Zd “ Zd1 ˆ Zd2 .
For p “ pp1, . . . , pdq P pNzt1uq
d (periods) set (unit cell)
C0 “ tx P Z
d | 0 ď xν ď pν ´ 1 for all νu (4)
By eν we denote the standard basis of Z
d. The lattice L and the subset
LM1M2 are defined by
L :“
! dÿ
ν“1
iν pνeν | iν P Z
)
(5)
and LM1M2 :“
! dÿ
ν“1
iν pνeν |M1 ď iν ăM2 for ν ď d1
)
, (6)
with M1,M2 P Z,M1 ăM2. In this paper we always assume that d1, d2 ą 0.
Then we define ‘cubes’ XM1M2 by ‘periodizing’ C0:
XM1,M2 :“ C0 ` LM1M2 (7)
and
X8 :“ C0 ` L . (8)
Informally, we consider X8 as XM1M2 with M1 “ ´8,M2 “ 8.
Thus XM1M2 is a strip (‘waveguide’) of restricted width in d1 directions and
unconfined in d2 directions, X8 is (for the moment) just a complicated ex-
pression for Zd.
Sometimes we omit the indices M1,M2 and 8 if they are clear from the
context or if they are irrelevant.
The discrete Laplacian H0 on X8 “ Z
d is given by:
H0 upnq :“
dÿ
ν“1
´
upn` eνq ` upn´ eνq
¯
(9)
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When we restrict H0 to subsets of Z
d we have to impose boundary conditions.
In the following we will most of the time work with either ‘simple’ boundary
conditions or with ‘periodic’ boundary conditions.
Definition 2.1. If Λ is a subset of Zd then the operator H0,Λ on ℓ
2pΛq given
by
H0,Λupnq “
dÿ
ν“1
´
χΛpn` eνq upn` eνq ` χΛpn´ eνq upn´ eνq
¯
(10)
is called the Laplacian on Λ with simple boundary conditions.
Here
χΓpnq “
"
1, for n P Γ;
0, otherwise.
(11)
Definition 2.2. Suppose the box Λ Ă Zd is given by
Λ “ tx P Zd | qν ď xν ď pν for ν “ 1, . . . , d
1u (12)
for some d1 ď d, then we call the operator HΛ0 defined by
HΛ0 upxq “
dÿ
ν“1
`
upN`ν xq ` upN
´
ν xq
˘
(13)
where
N`ν x “
"
x` eν , if x` eν P Λ;
x´ ppν ´ qνqeν , if x` eν R Λ.
(14)
N´ν x “
"
x´ eν , if x´ eν P Λ;
x` ppν ´ qνqeν , if x´ eν R Λ.
(15)
the Laplacian on Λ with periodic boundary conditions.
For the operator H0 on XM1M2 we impose periodic boundary conditions.
Now, we define the set Γ of ‘active sites’, i. e. the sites where the potential
Vω may be nonzero. The active sites inside C0 are denoted by Γ0, with
H ‰ Γ0 Ł C0 (16)
and
Γ :“ Γ0 ` LM1M2 (17)
where we include again the case ´M1 “M2 “ 8.
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Examples 2.3. In the following examples X may be either XM1M2 or X8 “
Z
d
1. For some ν ď d1
Γ “ tx P X | xν “ 0u (18)
2. Γ “ tx P X | x1 “ 0 or x2 “ 0 or . . . or xd1 “ 0u
3. For some results we can deal with the following less restrictive model
H ­“ Γ Ă tx P X | x1 “ 0 or x2 “ 0 or . . . or xd1 “ 0u (19)
In this article we investigate spectral properties of operators H on X of the
form
H upnq “ H0 upnq ` V pnq upnq (20)
where the potential V is supported by Γ, i. e. V pnq “ 0 for n R Γ.
Most of the time we suppose that V is a random potential with independent,
identically distributed random variables Vωpγq, γ P Γ, but some of our results
are independent of such an assumption.
3 Results
We prove localisation under fairly weak assumptions on Γ.
Theorem 3.1. Suppose that H ­“ Γ ­“ X . Assume that the random variables
Vωpnq, n P Γ are independent with a common distribution P0 which has a
bounded density ρ (with respect to Lebesgue measure) with compact support.
If I Ă tE | distpE, σpH0,Γcq ě γu then Hω has pure point spectrum inside I
with exponentially decaying eigenfunctions if }ρ}8 is small enough, i. e. if
}ρ}8 ď cγ.
Corollary 3.2. Under the assumptions of Theorem 3.1 there is dynamical
localisation in I.
The following result shows that Theorem 3.1 is not an empty statement.
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Proposition 3.3. Under the assumptions of Theorem 3.1 there is an η ą 0
such that
rinf Σ, inf Σ` ηs X σpH0,Γcq “ H (21)
and rsupΣ´ η, supΣs X σpH0,Γcq “ H (22)
Theorem 3.1 and Corollary 3.2 are proved in Section 5. Proposition 3.3.
These results reprove and extend previous results in [22, 23, 5, 6, 17].
Now, we turn to a class of examples for which we can prove the existence of
absolutely continuous spectrum.
Definition 3.4. We call Γ as in (16) and (17) a single layer set if Γ Ă
Gˆ Zd2 with
H ­“ G Ă G0 “ tx P X | x1 “ 0 or x2 “ 0 or . . . or xd1 “ 0u (23)
A potential W with W pnq “ 0 for n R Γ for a single layer set Γ is called a
single layer potential.
Definition 3.5. We set
L :“
d1ą
ν“1
t0, 1, 2, . . . , pν ´ 1u (24)
eL :“ 2
´ d1ÿ
ν“1
cos
`πℓν
pν
yν
˘¯
(25)
E :“
ď
LPL
eL ` r´2d2, 2d2s (26)
Theorem 3.6. Consider H0 on XM1M2 with M1,M2 finite, M2 ´M1 even
and with periodic boundary conditions. Assume that Γ is a single layer set.
If W is an arbitrary potential vanishing outside Γ, then
E Ă σacpH0 `W q . (27)
Theorem 3.6 applies in particular to any Γ-trimmed random potential as in
Theorem 3.1. Thus, for such a random potential there is an energy region
with pure point spectrum and a region with absolutely continuous spectrum.
Consequently there exists a mobility edge.
The following example is of particular interest:
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Proposition 3.7. Suppose d1 “ 1, d2 ě 1 and take Γ “ pZ ˆ Z
d2 with p ě 2.
Then
σpH0,Γcq “ E . (28)
Hence, under the assumptions of Proposition 3.7 the inf E and sup E are the
mobility edges.
The proof of Theorem 3.6 is contained in Section 6.
Unfortunately, the proof of Theorem 3.6 does not work for the case ´M1 “
M2 “ 8, i. e. for X “ Z
d. However, for this case we can at least show, that
both the fractional moment method and the multiscale analysis cannot work.
In fact, the spectral values in E belong to ‘extended states’ in an informal
sense.
Let Γ Ă X8 be a one layer set and Vω be a random potential on Γ satisfying
the assumptions of Theorem 3.1. Denote by GVωE`iζpx, yq the Green function
(i. e. the kernel of the resolvent) with ζ ą 0.
Then we show
Theorem 3.8. We assume X “ Zd and Γ is a single layer set.
1. If E R σpH0,Γcq then for high enough disorder
lim sup
ζŒ0
|GVωE`iζpx, yq| ď C e
´m|x´y| (29)
P-almost surely.
2. If E P E then
lim sup
ζŒ0
ÿ
yPZd
|GVωE`iζpx, yq| “ 8 (30)
for all x R Γ and all ω.
Part 2 of Theorem 3.8 is actually a deterministic result, it holds for any
potential vanishing outside Γ.
We prove this theorem in Section 7.
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4 The Random Operator and its Spectrum
In this section we consider operators with random potential. To emphasize
this we write
Hω :“ H0 ` Vω . (31)
Hypothesis 4.1. We suppose that the potentials Vωpγq, γ P Γ are i.i.d. with
a common distribution P0. We assume that the support S of P0 is compact.
The assumption that S is compact can be relaxed considerably but we don’t
bother to do so.
We denote the corresponding probability space by pΩ,F ,Pq which can and
will be taken to be
´
SΓ,
Â
γPΓ BpSq,
Â
γPΓ P0
¯
.
We write the lattice L as L “ L1 ˆ L2 with L1 Ă Z
d1 and L2 Ă Z
d2 and
points x in X as x “ px1, x2q with xi P Z
di .
We define ‘shift’ operators Tj , j P L
1 :“ L2 on pΩ,F ,Pq by
Tjωpx1, x2q :“ ωpx1, x2 ´ jq (32)
It is easy to see that the shift Tj is measure preserving, i. e. PpTj
´1Aq “ PpAq
for every A P F .
The following result tells us that the family tTjujPL1 is ergodic:
Proposition 4.2. If A P F is invariant under tTjujPL1, i. e. Tj
´1A “ A for
all j P L1, then either PpAq “ 0 or PpAq “ 1.
This result can be found in [7] for example.
Define for j P L1 the shift operator
Ujupx1, x2q :“ upx1, x2 ´ jq , (33)
for px1, x2q P X .
The operators Uj are unitary on ℓ
2pX q , moreover the operators Hω are
ergodic in the sense
HTjω “ UjHωU
˚
j . (34)
with ergodic Tj by Proposition 4.2
It follows (see e. g. [14]):
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Proposition 4.3.
1. The spectrum σpHωq is non random (almost surely).
2. The same is true for the measure theoretic parts of the spectrum (the
absolutely continuous part σacpHωq, the singular continuous part etc.).
3. There is (almost surely) no discrete spectrum.
Definition 4.4. We denote by Σ the almost sure spectrum of Hω, i. e.
Σ “ σpHωq P-almost surely.
We now investigate the spectrum (as a set).
Definition 4.5. A function W : X P R is called an admissible potential
(with respect to P0) if
W pxq P S “ supp P0 if x P Γ,
W pxq “ 0 otherwise.
We denote the set of admissible potentials by A.
Remark 4.6. Taking`
Ω,F ,P
˘
“
´
pSqΓ,
â
γPΓ
BpSq,
â
γPΓ
P0
¯
(35)
there ia a one-to-one correspondence τ between Ω and the set A of admissible
potentials, namely τpωqpnq “
ř
γPΓ ωγδγ n.
We may therefore identify Ω and A.
Theorem 4.7. 1. If W is an admissible potential then σpH0 `W q Ă Σ.
2. We have
Σ “
ď
WPA
σpH0 `W q . (36)
Proof: 1. For E P σpH0 ` W q there exists a Weyl sequence of functions
ϕn with compact (hence finite) support, more precisely we may suppose that
}ϕn} “ 1 and
}pH0 `W ´ Eqϕn} ă
1
n
(37)
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Set Sn “ suppϕn which is a finite set. By the Borel-Cantelli Lemma there
is a vector jn P L
1 such that
sup
kPSn
|W pkq ´ Vωpk ` jnq | ă
1
n
(38)
With ψnpxq “ ϕnpx` jnq we therefore get
} pHω ´ Eqψn } ă
2
n
, (39)
thus E P σpHωq.
2. Since the set A has probability one (in the sense of Remark 4.6)
Σ Ă
ď
WPA
σpH0 `W q . (40)
This together with 1. proves the theorem.
Set Va “ aχΓ then Va is an admissible potential if a P suppP0. We define
Ha “ H0 ` Va and set Eminpaq “ inf σpHaq and Emaxpaq “ sup σpHaq.
Theorem 4.8. If supp P0 “ ra, bs then
Σ “ rEminpaq, Emaxpbqs . (41)
Proof: Since Vx are admissible for all x P ra, bs and due to continuity we
have Σ Ą rEminpaq, Emaxpbqs.
Suppose now, that W is an admissible potential then by monotonicity
Ha ď H0 `W ď Hb .
So, σpH0 `W q Ă rinf σpHaq, sup σpHbqs.
We will have a closer look at the operators Ha. Let us denote by H0,Γ and
H0,Γc the operator H0 restricted to ℓ
2pΓq and ℓ2pΓcq respectively with simple
boundary conditions.
Proposition 4.9. For any a P R
inf σpHaq ă inf σpH0,Γcq (42)
and sup σpHaq ą sup σpH0,Γcq (43)
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Proof: Take ϕ P ℓ2pΓcq with }ϕ}ℓ2pΓcq “ 1 and define rϕ P ℓ2pX q by
rϕpnq “ " ϕpnq, for n P Γc;
0, otherwise.
(44)
Then
xϕ,H0,Γ ϕyℓ2pΓcq “ xrϕ,Harϕqyℓ2pX q . (45)
From (45) the equalities (42) and (43) follow by the Min-Max-Principle in
their non strict version (ď and ě).
To prove the strict inequalities we show that infHa is strictly increasing with
a.
The operator Ha is periodic, therefor its ground state energy Ea is given by
the ground state ψa of the operator ha on the periodic cell C0 with periodic
boundary conditions. The eigenfunction ψa is strictly positive and haψa “
Eaψa.
By the Hellmann-Feynman Theorem
d
da
Ea “
ÿ
jPC0XΓ
|ψapjq|
2 ą 0 , (46)
hence Ea ă Eb if a ă b. This proves the strict version of 42. (43) is proved
similarly.
Now, we consider the case that Γ “ G ˆ Zd2 . In this case the operator Ha
separates in the following way.
Definition 4.10. The space X splits in a part Z Ă Zd1 and Zd2 , namely
X8 “ Z
d1 ˆ Zd2 (47)
XM1M2 “ Z ˆ Z
d2 (48)
We denote the Laplacian on ℓ2pZq (possibly with periodic boundary condi-
tions) by H
p1q
0 and the Laplacian on ℓ
2pZd2q by H
p2q
0 . We also set H
p1q
a “
H
p1q
0 ` aχG.
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Then
Ha “
`
Hp1qa b 1Zd2
˘
‘
`
1Z bH
p2q
0
˘
(49)
Consequently σpHaq “ σpH
p1q
a q ` r´2d2, 2d2s.
This proves the following Corollary:
Corollary 4.11. If Γ “ Gˆ Zd2 and supp P0 “ ra, bs then
Σ “ rinf σpHp1qa q, sup σpH
p1q
b qs ` r´2d2, 2d2s (50)
5 Localisation
In this section we prove pure point spectrum with exponentially decaying
eigenfunction for energies E R σpH0,ΓCq for high enough disorder.
For the (L-periodic) set Γ of ‘active’ sites we merely assume that Γ ­“ H. We
may also assume that Γ ­“ C0, since otherwise Γ is the whole space, a case
which is known, of course.
In the following we consider the case X “ X8, at the end of this section we
comment on the case XM1M2 .
We will use multiscale analysis (see [16] and references given there). During
the proof we need to consider boxes Λ which are unions of shifted C0. Recall
that the unit cell C0 is defined by:
C0 “ tx P Z
d | 0 ď xν ď pν ´ 1 for all νu (51)
Definition 5.1. We call a set Λ Ă Zd a C0-box, if
Λ “ tx P Zd | Lνpν ď xν ď L
1
νpν ´ 1 for all νu (52)
One of the crucial ingredients of (most versions of) multiscale analysis is
the Wegner-Estimate. To prove this we need the following result. By HΛω we
denote the operator Hω “ H0`Vω restricted to ℓ
2pΛq with periodic boundary
conditions.
Proposition 5.2. Suppose Λ is a C0-cube and E R σpH0,Γcq and
HΛωψ “ Eψ (53)
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then
}ψ}ℓ2pΛq ď
C
dist
`
E, σpH0,Γcq
˘ }ψ}ℓ2pΛXΓq (54)
with a constant C which is independent of Λ and E.
Proof: Set Λ1 “ ΛX Γ
c and Λ2 “ ΛX Γ. We write ℓ
2pΛq
ℓ2pΛq “ ℓ2pΛ1q ‘ ℓ
2pΛ2q (55)
Accordingly, we may write the operator Hω in block matrix form
HΛω “
ˆ
HΛ10 T
T ˚ HΛ20 ` Vω
˙
(56)
The operator T : ℓ2pΛ2q Ñ ℓ
2pΛ1q ‘restores’ the links between Λ2 and Λ1.
The eigenvalue equation (53) readsˆ
HΛ10 T
T ˚ HΛ20 ` Vω
˙ˆ
ψ1
ψ2
˙
“ E
ˆ
ψ1
ψ2
˙
(57)
So, in particular
pHΛ10 ´ Eqψ1 “ ´ T ψ2 (58)
Thus
}ψ}ℓ2pΛ1q “ }ψ1} (59)
ď }pHΛ10 ´ Eq
´1} }T } }ψ2} (60)
Since for givenm we have |T pn,mq| “ 1 for at most 2d point n and T pn,mq “
0 otherwise, we conclude }T } ď 2d.
Since we consider periodic boundary conditions on Λ we have
σpHΛ10 q Ă σpH0,Γcq (61)
as any eigenfunction on Λ can be periodically extended to an eigenfunction
on X .
Now we turn to the Wegner estimate. By NpA,Eq we denote the number of
eigenvalues of the operator A up to E.
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Theorem 5.3. If dist
`
E, σpH0,Γcq
˘
ě γ and 0 ď ε ď 1
2
γ then
E
´
N
`
HωpΛq, E ` ε
˘
´N
`
HωpΛq, E ´ ε
˘¯
ď
C
γ
}ρ}8 ε |Λ| (62)
where |Λ| denote the volume (number of points) of Λ.
Proof: The proof is a combination of the proofs from [16] and [12]. We
sketch the main ideas. We use the abbreviation H “ HωpΛq.
Let g be a monotone C8-function with 0 ď gptq ď 1, gptq “ 0 for t ď 2ε and
gptq “ 1 for t ě 2ε.
We obtain
NpH,E ` εq ´NpH,E ` εq ď tr gpH ´ E` 2εq ´ tr gpH ´ E´ 2εq (63)
“
ż E`2ε
E´2ε
tr g1pH´ λq dλ (64)
Let En denote the eigenvalues of HωpΛq labelled in increasing order. These
eigenvalues depend on the values vj :“ Vωpjq, j P Λ2.
Thus we may consider
ÿ
jPΛ2
B
Bvj
tr gpH´ λq “
ÿ
n
ÿ
jPΛ2
B
Bvj
gpEn ´ λq (65)
“
ÿ
n
g1pEn ´ λq
ÿ
jPΛ2
BEn
Bvj
(66)
ě
ÿ
n
g1pEn ´ λq
ÿ
jPΛ2
|ψnpjq|
2 (67)
ě C 1 dist
`
E, σpH0,Γcq
˘
tr g1pH´ λq (68)
where ψn is a normalised eigenfunction of H with eigenvalue En. Above we
used the Hellmann-Feynman Theorem and, in the final step, Proposition 5.2.
Summarising we proved
E
´
NpH,E ` εq ´NpH,E ` εq
¯
(69)
ď
C2
dist
`
E, σpH0Γcq
˘ ÿ
jPΛ2
ż E`2ε
E´2ε
E
´ B
Bvj
tr gpH´ λq
¯
dλ (70)
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Suppose supp P0 Ă ra, bs and denote by Hpvj “ cq the operator H with Vj
replaced by the value c, thenż
B
Bvj
tr gpH ´ λqρpvjq dvj (71)
ď }ρ}8
´
tr g
`
Hpvj “ bq ´ λ
˘
´ tr g
`
HpVj “ aq ´ λ
˘¯
ď } ρ}8 (72)
We used that changing the potential at one site j is a rank one perturbation
and 0 ď gpλq ď 1.
Performing the integrals over the vk, k ­“ j gives the desired result.
Once we have the Wegner estimate the multiscale analysis follows the usual
path. We need an initial length scale estimate and the induction step over
growing length scales.
The initial length scale estimate follows directly from the Wegner estimate
62. As long as we are away from the spectrum of H0,Γc we can make the right
hand side as small as we like by taking }ρ}8 small. This corresponds to high
disorder.
The induction step follows the lines in [16] sections 9 and 10. The only
difference being that we deal with periodic boundary conditions while [16]
uses simple boundary conditions.
If X “ XM1M2 we start the induction with a cube of the form
Λ “ tx P XM1M2 | Lνpν ď xν ď L
1
νpν ´ 1 for ν “ d1 ` 1, . . . , d1 ` d2u (73)
Corollary 3.2 follows from the work [3] of Damanik and Stollmann.
6 Absolutely Continuous Spectrum
In this section we consider a special case of the above operators.
We start with the following observation:
Proposition 6.1. Assume Γ “ GˆZd2 and suppose the (otherwise arbitrary)
potential W is concentrated on Γ. If there exists a polynomially bounded
solution ψ of
H
p1q
0 ψ “ e ψ (74)
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which vanishes on G, then
e ` r´2d2, 2d2s Ă σpH0 `W q (75)
Remark 6.2. H
p1q
0 and H
p2q
0 were defined in Definition 4.10.
Proof: Any η P r´2d2, 2d2s is of the form η “ 2
řd2
ν“1 cospκνq and ϕpxq “śd2
ν“1 sinpκνxνq is a (bounded) function solving
H
p2q
0 ϕ “ η ϕ . (76)
This can be verified by applying the addition theorem for the sinus.
Consequently, Ψpx, yq :“ ψpxqϕpyq is a bounded solution to
H0Ψ “ pe` ηqΨ . (77)
Since ψ vanishes on G, Ψ vanishes on Γ, so
pH0 `W qΨ “ H0Ψ “ pe` ηqΨ . (78)
Thus, e`η is a generalized eigenvalue of H0`W . By Sch’nol’s Theorem any
generalized eigenvalue belongs to the spectrum (see [24], Section C4 or [15],
Section 7.1).
We discuss a class of examples for which Proposition 6.1 applies.
We look at X or at the strip XM1M2 . In the latter case we impose periodic
boundary conditions and take M2´M1 is even. This way we avoid to discuss
various cases separately.
For L “ pℓ1, . . . , ℓd1q, ℓν P t1, 2, . . . , pν ´ 1u we set
ΦLpx1, . . . , xd1q :“
d1ź
ν“1
sin
´πℓν
pν
xν
¯
(79)
Lemma 6.3. Under condition (23) the functions ΦLpxq is a solution to
pH
p1q
0 `W qψ “ 2
´ d2ÿ
ν“1
cos
`πℓν
pν
xν
˘¯
ψ (80)
and
ΦLpxq “ 0 for x P G (81)
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Proof: Again by applying addition theorems and the fact that ΦL vanishes
on G0, hence on G, we see that (80) holds. Moreover, since M2´M1 is even
ΦL satisfies periodic boundary conditions.
Now, we are ready to prove Theorem 3.6.
Proof (Theorem 3.6) : Take E P E then E “ eL`η for some η P r´2d2, 2d2s.
Denote by EL the (one dimensional) subspace of ℓ
2pZq generated by the
eigenfunction ΦL.
The (closed) subspace hL “ EL b ℓ
2pZd2q of ℓ2pX q is invariant under the
operator H0 `W and restricted to hL the operators H0 `W and H0 agree.
Consequently, H0 `W on hL is unitarily equivalent to H
p2q
0 ` eL on ℓ
2pZd2q,
an operator with purely absolutely continuous spectrum.
7 Absence of Exponential Localisation
We start with a general observation. Let W be an arbitrary potential and
denote by GWz px, yq the Green’s function for H :“ H0 `W , i. e. the kernel
of the operator pH0 `W ´ zq
´1.
Theorem 7.1. If for some E P R
H ψ “
`
H0 `W
˘
ψ “ E ψ (82)
for a bounded function ψ, then for all x P Zd with ψpxq ­“ 0
lim inf
ζŒ0
ζ
ÿ
yPZd
|GWE`iζpx, yq| ą 0 , (83)
in particular
sup
ζŒ0
ÿ
yPZd
|GWE`iζpx, yq| “ 8 . (84)
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Observe that |GE`iζpx, yq| ď
C
η
e´cη}x´y} by the Combes-Thomas estimate
(see e. g. [16]). Thus for any ζ ą 0ÿ
yPZd
|GWE`iζpx, yq| ă 8 . (85)
Proof: Take ε ą 0 arbitrary and assume that |ψpxq| ď A ă 8.
Let
ΛL “ tn P Z
d | |nν | ď L for ν “ 1, . . . , du
and B 1ΛL “ tn P Z
d | |nν ´ L| ď 2 for some νu
Denote by χL the characteristic function of ΛL and set ψL :“ χL ψ.
We compute
H ψLpxq “ χLpxq
`
Hψ
˘
pxq `
ÿ
|j|“1
ψpx` jq
`
χLpx` jq ´ χLpxq
˘
“ E ψLpxq `
ÿ
|j|“1
ψpx` jq
`
χLpx` jq ´ χLpxq
˘
.
It follows that for L big enough
ψpxq “
ÿ
yPZd
GWE`iζpx, yq
´ ÿ
|e|“1
ψpy ` eq
`
χLpy ` eq ´ χLpyq
˘
´ iζψpyqχLpyq
¯
Observe that χLpx ` jq ´ χLpxq (with |j| “ 1) vanishes outside B
1ΛL. Con-
sequently
|ψpxq| ď 2dA
ÿ
yPB 1ΛL
|GWE`iζpx, yq| ` ζ
ÿ
yPZd
|GWE`iζpx, yq| (86)
Since
ř
yPZd |G
W
E`iζpx, yq| ă 8 for ζ ą 0 we can choose L (depending on
ζ ą 0) such that 2dA
ř
yPB 1ΛL
|GWE`iζpx, yq| ă ε Then
|ψpxq| ď ζ
ÿ
yPZd
|GWE`iζpx, yq| ` ε (87)
Now suppose that lim infζÕ0 ζ
ř
yPZd |G
W
E`iζpx, yq| “ 0 Then as ε was arbi-
trary (87) implies ψpxq “ 0 which is a contradiction.
We apply the above theorem to our model.
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Theorem 7.2. Assume Condition (23) holds and let W be an admissible
potential on X8.
Then for each x0 P Z
d and for all E P E
sup
xPx0`C0
sup
ζŒ0
ÿ
yPZd
|GWE`iζpx, yq| “ 8 (88)
Proof:
Take E P E , then E “ eL ` η with
η “ 2
d2ÿ
k“1
cospπκkq (89)
for some L and some κk. It follows that
ψpx1, . . . , xd1 , y1, . . . , yd2q :“
d1ź
j“1
sinp
πℓj
pj
xjq
d2ź
k“1
eiπκkyk (90)
vanishes on Γ and is a solution to
H0ψ “
`
H0 `W
˘
ψ “ E ψ , (91)
with ||ψ||8 ď 1.
An application of Theorem 7.1 gives the result.
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